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teachers who begin in 2020-21 start in the fall semester. teacher applicants must fill out an application to be considered for the program. the program is based on the texas state license
for educational services (stl ), which all teachers in texas must have. any teacher who becomes a tea certified reading specialist can decide to receive the texas reading academies reading
specialist coursework for their state certification exam. in order for a tea certified reading specialist to receive texas reading academies coursework, the service provider must demonstrate

a minimum level of participation in the program. the service provider may request that a district agree to provide a monthly financial incentive to encourage participation in the reading
academies. tea recommends that districts and the service provider discuss each other's needs so that each can develop a partnership that meets the needs of both parties. districts will

have an opportunity to provide input into this program. more information about the reading academies program can be found in the tea's webpage, as well as the tea's mou/contract
between tea and the service provider, if applicable. the contract between tea and the service provider sets forth the requirements for participation and participation timelines for each year.

teachers may receive the texas reading academies reading specialist coursework if they have successfully passed the str exam, have been retired from their position as a classroom
teacher for at least ten years prior to retirement, and have moved into a non-classroom position for the 2022-2023 school year or beyond. the teacher will need to provide proof of having
passed the str exam as well as have moved into a non-classroom position. more information can be found in the tea's webpage, or the service provider's contract can be accessed using

this link
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7. after completion of online content, when can schools be expected to be notified by tea
if an individual teacher is eligible for a waiver or authorization to teach math/reading in an

alternate setting 10. does tea support the ability for school administrators to request
waivers from tea to teach math or reading in alternate setting, which ell teacher (or a

subset of teachers) who have passed the str should be allowed to request a waiver 14. if
you are interested in teaching math in an alternate setting, what is your work status, do

you currently have experience teaching math in an alternate setting, which school site do
you wish to teach math in, how long have you been teaching math in an alternate setting

and what is your salary. 15. if you are interested in teaching reading in an alternate
setting, what is your work status, do you currently have experience teaching reading in an

alternate setting, which school site do you wish to teach reading in, how long have you
been teaching reading in an alternate setting and what is your salary. stem camps are
made possible by the alamo education foundation’s central texas stem school, which

provides opportunities for students to explore interests in science, technology,
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engineering, and mathematics through engaging experiences that connect to real-life
issues impacting them and their communities. the goals of the stem school are to:
increase interest in learning of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics

increase student engagement increase student motivation to learn increase student
knowledge increase student creativity increase student interest in stem careers increase

student access to stem after school programs increase public awareness of stem
5ec8ef588b
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